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Carton Box Folder Gluer Machine

Max working speed
Max sheet size
Min sheet size
Folding mode

Power
Dimension
Weight

Adhesive
Available sheet

90m/min
2800 x 1400
800 x 350mm
up folding

11.5kW
14000 x 3400 x 1600mm
12T

PVA
3 layer, 5layer
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Carton Box Folder Gluer Machine

Controlling unit

Feeding unit

Ejector unit
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Touch screen operation. The machine adopts PLC input computer programmable controller,
digital operation, touch screen input data, which can realize non-pole change data,
production speed and so on.
The full machine is by automatic feeding, automatic folding, automatic counting and
automatic ejector.
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Adopt high-quality steel production of carton box height adjusting structure, quick adjustment
of different specifications of the size of the height and the length of carton box.
Vacuum suction for the feeding unit with qualified feeding belts.
Vacuum motor and main motor adopt good brand from Taiwan.
Electromagnetic clutch and electromagnetic brake system to guarantee the paper feeding
unit to be continuous working.

The motor adopts the good brand. It guarantees stable performance, convenient operation.
Folding belts are imported brand.
The glue wheels with high quality stainless steel coated.
Folding unit equipped with double ways for creasing correction device, accurate effectively
correct carton box pit the deviation of the line, keep folding well.

Automatic correction and ejector unit are with automatic counting.
Box pieces can be set up according to the customer demand by 10,15,20,or 25 pieces/pile

Gluing and folding unit


